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Arctic Cool is a division of the Arctic Chiller
Group which includes ArctiChill, Freeze Co
and Arctic Cool. With thousands of chiller
installations in North America and overseas,
this group now launches its new Green
Technology Oil Free Chiller division. The Arctic
Cool Design uses the world’s leading Oil Free
Magnetic Bearing Compressor to deliver one
of the best efficiencies in the industry for both
Water and Air-cooled systems. With its two
manufacturing facilities, one in Ontario and
one in South Carolina, Arctic Cool can offer a
high manufacturing capability with a very high
standard of quality. Both facilities are equipped
with new state of the art performance test
stands using NIST certified equipment. All
units are run tested at the factory to certify
the quality and performance of the unit.

Water-Cooled

Arctic Cool Chillers are powered by the Oil Free
Centrifugal Turbocor Compressor.

With the objective to deliver outstanding performance
the Danfoss MCX controller was developed to manage
the operation of multiple Turbocor compressors
and control demand per compressor to avoid surge
and Choke operation. The controller has built in fail
safe operation that will guarantee cooling to the
building in case of any component failure.

All Arctic Cool chillers are designed with a two
degree F approach to enhance the compressor
performance resulting in outstanding IPLV
ratings. Arctic Cool standard water-cooled
chillers are available from 60 TR to 1500 TR in
various configurations and with many standard
options or enhancements.

Modular Chiller Range
Modular Design chiller systems allow plants to
operate and monitor banks of multiple chiller
modules within a single PLC control. This can
provide the benefit of system redundancy for
assured up-time, and dynamic load balancing
by staging chillers and their refrigeration
circuits.

Outstanding Features
- Compact modules fit through doors, up
elevators and in tight spaces.
- Evaporator/Condenser design allow for
ease of tube cleaning.
- Master/Slave control system. Module
controllers can run independently.
- Single-point
electrical
and
connections available as an option.

piping

on the Market for a decade now, Danfoss Turbocor
technology advancements enable new advantages for
the HVACR industry.

Outstanding energy efficiency:
The Arctic Cool Chillers competitive
full load and outstanding part
load efficiency enables Arctic
Cool to exceed ASHRAE 90.1
and California Title 24 energy
efficiency requirements.

Totally oil-free operation:
No oil management hardware,
controls or downtime costs. Along
with the high efficiency Copper Finned
tubing it improves heat transfer efficiency and
makes it truly sustainable over time.

Extended equipment life
with minimal scheduled maintenance:
Solid-state electronics, no lubrication and no metal-tometal contact of rotating components.

Onboard digital controls
and power electronics:

Air-Cooled Chillers are available
up to 420 tons of Cooling Capacity

Enables effective monitoring, control and selfdiagnosis/correction of system operation.

The Arctic Cool air-cooled chiller range
can be delivered with complete pumping
systems. The chiller is designed with up
to four independent refrigerant circuits
to guarantee ultimate redundancy and
ease of compressor staging. All of our
air-cooled units are also equipped with
refrigerant sub-cooler circuits to maximize
performance. Free cooling is available as
an option for compressor-less operation to
achieve optimal energy efficiency at low
ambient conditions.

Exceptionally quiet operation:
70dBA (conversation level) sound with virtually
no vibration.

Compact:
50% less footprint and 1/5 the weight of traditional
compressors. The actual operating weight is only 265
pounds while conventional screw compressors can
weigh over 1200 pounds.

Environmentally responsible:
Optimized for CFC-free HFC-134a, Non Ozone
depleting, plus high-energy efficiency means reduced
greenhouse gas emissions.

Standard options included: Optimal staging
of compressors, built in running schedule,
free cooling management, fault logging,
and pumping system management.
The Chiller integrates to the building
management system through the
ArcticView interface that allows the
operator to quickly scan all critical
information to evaluate the performance
of the equipment. The ArcticView interface
has a built in Web Server allowing the building
engineer to connect to the chiller remotely and be
advised by email of any critical alarm from the chiller.
Arctic Cool Chillers are compatible with all Building
management system protocols including Bacnet,
Lonworks and Modbus.

